
Feature

Data Leakage Prevention Solution

HIBUN Data Protection

"Trace" data file wherever goes

"HIBUN Data Protection" traces files provided to business partners
and stop reference of files to prevent data leakage.

Protect secondary use 
of data

Detect the sign of data leakage 
and notify to administrator

Expire access 
to data files



Server function is provided as a cloud based service 
and the server implementation is not required.

Solution with lower initial cost

Prohibit edit, print, copy and print screen 
of the file and permit view only to control 
secondary use of it.

Notification email is sent to the administrator when 
suspicious operation is detected, such as certain 
number of typing the wrong passwords. The 
administrator can check the location where the 
data file are accessed on a map.

Viewable HIBUN confidential data file 
can be expired by the owner even after 
the file is already provided.

Viewable HIBUN 
confidential fileProtection

Detecting the first sign of 
data leakageDetection

Expiring access to 
files to prevent 
data leakage

Expiration

HIBUN Data ProtectionHIBUN Data Protection

File protection and stopping reference function prevent files from unauthorized 
copy and data proliferation.

Expire access on files to stop further data leakage

Integrating with other HIBUN products will enhance 
and expand your security level.

Trace
HIBUN Data Protection

HIBUN "Three forces" resolves complex security issues.
Security risks in the IT environment are sophisticated and 
diversified with current compound uncertain and boundary blurring 
situation. HIBUN three forces “Regulate”, “Encrypt” and “Trace” 
surely resolves complex security issues.

Regulate Encrypt
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Contact Us

http://www.hitachi-solutions.com/

For questions and inquiries regarding our products and services, contact:

Contact us with inquiries about sales or products, 
or for general information.
hibun-international@hitachi-solutions.com

  Product URL
http://www.hitachi-solutions.com/hibun/sp/


